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Letter 
From The Editor

Dear Readers,
 I would like to start by saying thank you for your continued 

support. Whether your a longtime subscriber or if this is your first 
issue, your interest in the philosophical world is important to us, 

and we strive to bring you the best possible information. The goal 
of The Magazine Concerning Philosophy is to provide the public 

with an in depth look at all the different aspects of philosophy. In 
order to look at as many aspects as possible, our magazine choos-

es to focus on one philosopher per issue in order to get an in 
depth look at their theories. We wish to keep you interested in the 

vast and exciting world of philosophy and all those involved in it. We 
also hope that you use the knowledge u gain from our magazine to 

teach others about philosophy and perhaps to spike their interest 
in the subject as well. This issue will focus on the founder of British 

Empiricism, John Locke, whom we think you will find quite interesting. 
Also, be looking forward to next month as we plunge into the world 

of existentialism, with our issue staring Jean-Paul Sartre. Thank you 
again for your continued support. 

                                                    Sincerly,
                                       Nicole Barriage (Editor) 
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Hello Nicole,
I am writing to let you know of an-
other philosophical meaning to the 
movie The Butterfly Effect which 
was featured in the last issue. The 
philosophical meaning that I think 
is the most prominent is the one 
that you left out in your review. This 
is the fact that relates to determin-
ism and the fact that every action 
has an reaction. In other words each 
event in your life, determines events 
which will take place later on. This 
goes to say that we have no free will 
and that everything in our life is 
pre-determined by another event. I 
felt that this was the whole concept 
of the movie and certainly not very 
hidden. However, I do thank you for 
not mentioning it as this would have 
spoiled the whole movie and more 
then likely caused me to not watch 
it. As it is I did watch the movie and 
enjoyed it very much! Thank you for 
recommending it. I look forward to 
seeing more of your movie sugges-
tions.

Sincerely,
Phil M. Lover

Hello Nicole, 
 I would like to consider my-
self an amateur philosopher and 
I look forward to reading your 
magazine each month. The one 
thing I am disappointed about 
is that you have yet to put out a 
an issue featuring my favourite 
philosopher, René Descartes. I 
feel that he was a very interest-
ing and influential philosopher 
and I believe that an issue featur-
ing him would be a very popular 
one. I was just wondering if you 
had any plans for a magazine 
featuring Descartes? 

Yours Truly,
D. S. Cartes 4

Hello Nicole,
I am a first year university student, 
majoring in philosophy. I find 
your magazine very helpful and 
interesting to read. I have cited 
it many times in essays I have had 
to write throughout the year. The 
one thing about philosophy that I 
always had trouble understanding 
was the Socratic Dialogue. After 
reading last month’s issue in which 
you explained the way the Socratic 
Dialogue works and its purpose I 
find it much easier to understand. 
Thank you for publishing this 
magazine, it has been a great deal 
of help for me. Keep up the good 
work!

Sincerely,
I. M. Confucious



Red Bull- It Gives 
You Wings

Believe it?

Go ahead, try to fly. See 
how far you get.

Don’t believe everything 
you hear, the knowledge 

you get could be false!



The Life of John Locke
       Biography written by Nicole Barriage

 
 John Locke was an English Philosopher born on August 29th 1632, in Wrington, Somerset, 
England and deceased at Oates in Essex on October 28th 1704.  His father was also named John 
Locke and his mother was Agnes Keene. His father was a West of England lawyer who was one 
of the Parlimentarians who fought against the King in the English civil war. Both of Locke’s par-
ents where Puritans who lived a very modest lifestyle. 

 In 1647 Locke was sent to the Westminister School in London to receive his education due 
in part to his father’s commander in the cavalry,  Alexander Popham’s influence when he was the 
local MP.  The Westminister school was at that time the best school in England and from there 
Locke went on to Oxford University. It was while at University that he discovered the new phi-
losophy and eventually studied to become qualified in medicine. In 1666, Lord Anthony Ashley 
Cooper, the 1st Earl of Shaftesbury came to Locke with a medical problem and was so impressed 
by his skill that he asked him to join his crew of help. This was a turning point in Locke’s life, as 
in 1667 he moved to Shaftesbury’s home in London to become the Lord’s personal doctor, though 
he did not actually receive his bachelor of medicine until 1674. The Earl of Shaftesbury was tried 
for treason and the forced John Locke to move to Holland, as England was no longer safe for him. 
It was in Holland that he wrote most of his Essay Concerning Human Understanding which was 
published in 1689. It was in Holland also that Locke became part of the world of Political exiles. 
After the Glorious Revolution he helped the Princess of Orange (later Queen Mary) flee to Eng-
land from Holland. It was shortly after this that he wrote his important political works, A Letter 
Concerning Toleration (1689), Two Treatises of Government (1690), and Some Thoughts Concern-
ing Education (1693).

	 John Locke never got married or had any children. He did however have many friends. 
He was very successful in both the world of politics and philosophy. He was very attached to 
an engaging common sense. He had no problem admitting when two things he provided as                       
truths were inconsistent because he would rather admit to inconsistencies then to deny what he 
felt was the obvious truth. John Locke lived to be 72 years old and published many written works 
through out his life, but his most well known and influential were all published between 1689 and 
1693.
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SOMERSET, 
ENGLAND
The Land of the Summer People



If you are sick of all the traditional travel companies boasting about tropical beaches, sunny 
skies and warm, dry climates, this may be the vacation for you.

Somerset is located in South-West England and has a climate that is more mild then most of 
England but its also wetter. Don’t forget your umbrella! If you choose to visit during the summer 
months make sure to bring pants, and a light jacket but most days you will be comfortable in a 
t-shirt and shorts as the average temperature is 21 degrees celsius. However, if your travel plans 
fall into the winter months you will need to wear pants and a warm jacket as the average tem-
perature is 1-2 degrees celsius.  

If you are looking for some sand and surf then head to the coasts of somerset. There are many 
family resorts which allow you to enjoy the coast in comfort. We recommend Mineside Resort 
which is a family friendly resort offering a large sandy beach and plenty of indoor, outdoor and 
water activities to keep the whole family amused. Take time to visit the pituresque towns harbors 
and marinas or to unwind on a relaxing cruise of the Bristol Channel. 

If the coast is not of great interest to you then we suggest you visit the Somerset countryside with 
all its hills, woodlands, protected landscapes and wildlife reserves. You can sample some of the 
traditonal tastes of Somerset at one of the many cider orchards and old-fashioned farms. We 
suggest you take time to visit the spectacular Cheddar Gorge , which is the largest gorge in the 
UK measuring almost 400 feet deep and 3 miles long. Here you will have the chance to tour the 
two main caves that are open to the public, Gough’s Cave and Cox’s Cave. If you have a real 
advenurous side then you can also check out the various natural rock climbing routes.  For the 
best view in Somerset take the trip to Dunkery Beacon which is the top at Dunkery Hill at Exmoor 
and  is the highest point in Somerset. 

If you are interedted in a bit of both, we suggest Exmoor, where you can choose from a wide 
variety of hotels, chalets and resorts. here you can choose to spend time on the coast, visit the vil-
lages or take time to visit Exmoor National Park and experience the undisturbed wildlife. Exmoor 
features, breath taking coastal cliffs, sheltered bays, ancient oak woodlands, beautiful rivers and 
waterfalls as well as many old fashioned and timeless towns and villages. 

Somerset offers a wide range of restaurants, cafés, pubs, and bistros, that make it high up on 
our list of top food and drink. Get the taste of Somerset by sampling the cider and apple juice 
made at the various apple orchards or try the cheddar cheese, still being made in various towns. 
Visit the farmers market to purchase some local food straight from the source. If food is high on 
your list of interests then check out any or all of the food festivals; South Somerset Food Festival, 
Mendip Food Festival or Exmoor Food Festival.

This is only the beginning of all that Somerset has to offer! For more information contact our office: 
By Phone: (613) 123-4567
By E-mail: utravel.england@vacation.uk
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An Essay Concerning the Theories                      
                  of John Locke

	 John	Locke	developed	many	different	theories	throughout	the	course	of	his	life.	Many	of	these	
theories	discussed	the	human	nature	of	understanding	while	other	concern	the	goverment	and	role	and	
power.	One	of	his	theories	discusses	our	limitations	on	knowledge,	one	discusses	how	we	learn	and	the	
final	one	discusses	different	aspects	of	the	government.	

“NO MAN’S KNOWLEDGE
  HERE CAN GO BEYOND 

  HIS EXPERIENCE”
 John Locke

	 John	Locke	had	his	own	theory	about	the	
limitations	of	human	knowledge.	He	said	that	there	
was	limit	to	what	humans	can	understand	and	this	
is	different	for	every	individual.	Locke	believed	that	
we	could	find	our	own	person	limits	of	what	we	
are	capable	of	knowing.	We	can	do	this	by	analyz-
ing	our	own	mental	faculties	which	will	allow	us	
to	determine	what	what	we	are	and	are	not	capa-
ble	of	dealing	with.	This	limit	exists	regardless	of	
what	exists	around	us,	externally.	So	in	his	theory	
anything	that	exists	above	what	we	are	capable	of	
knowing	will	have	no	way	of	getting	through	to	us.	
Locke	says	in	his	Essay	Concerning	Human	Un-
derstanding,	“It	is	necessary	to	examine	our	own	
abilities,	and	see	what	objects	our	understanding	
were,	or	were	not,	fitted	to	deal	with”.	This	theory	
says	that	men	that	extend	their	enquiries	beyond	
the	limits	of	what	they	are	capable	of	knowing	
will	only	cause	problems,	raise	more	questions	and	
never	come	to	a	clear	resolution.	Locke’s	theory	on	
our	limitations	on	understanding	lead	to	the	ques-
tions	about	how	it	is	we	learn	everything	up	until	
we	reach	this	point.	
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	 The	second	theory	of	John	Locke	discusses	how	we,	as	human	beings,	learn.	According	to	Locke	we	
can	only	learn	through	direct	experience.	Locke	once	said,	“What	we	have	direct	experience	of	are	the	
contents	of	our	own	conciousness-	sensory	images,	thoughts,	feelings,	memories	and	so	on,	in	enormous	
profusion.”	Locke	called	the	contents	of	our	conciousness	ideas,	no	matter	where	them	came	from,	for	ex-
ample	our	senses,	emotions	or	intellect.	According	to	Locke,	ideas	are	anything	immediately	present	to	the	
conscious	awareness.	This	means	that	the	basic	knowledge	we	have	of	each	individual	entity	comes	to	us	as	
soon	as	our	concious	life	begins	even	though	at	that	time	we	are	not	able	to	gives	these	things	names.	Even	
though	we	cannot	identify	what	each	thing	is,	we	do	register	them	from	the	first	time	we	are	consciously	
aware	of	them.	Over	time	we	begin	to	associate	somethings	with	others	things	that	we	have	remembered.	
Once	we	acquire	general	knowledge	of	things	in	the	world	around	us	we	are	able	to	start	distinguishing	
one	thing	from	another.	Eventually	once	we	have	developed	a	intellectual	idea	of	the	world,	we	are	able	to	
start	thinking	about	the	world	around	us	as	well.	Locke	says	that	the	only	way	we	can	ever	become	aware	
of	something	outside	of	ourselves	is	if 	it	is	able	to	get	through	to	us	through	our	senses.	He	agrees	with	
the	fact	that	the	mind	can	make	up	our	own	dreams	and	and	delusions	but	the	only	knowledge	we	have	
of	reality	must	come	through	any	of	our	five	senses	or	put	together	from	many	different	experiences.	This	
theory	is	the	start	and	the	basis	of	empiricism.	Locke	contradicts	Plato’s	theory	that	each	human	is	born	
with	some	innate	knowledge	that	they	have	brought	with	them	from	some	past	life.	He	believes	that	we	are	
born	with	blank	minds	that	start	being	filled	as	soon	as	we	are	concious.	This	particular	theory	of	John	
Locke	causes	much	controversy	because	it	implies	that	all	people	are	born	as	equals,	no	matter	what	fam-
ily,	religion	or	country	they	are	born	into.	The	final	element	of	Locke’s	theory	of	knowledge	is	that	since	we	
can	only	know	an	object	through	what	we	are	able	to	observe	of	it	we	are	never	able	to	actual	know	every-
thing	of	the	object.	We	are	only	able	to	know	the	characteristics	and	properties	of	an	object	and	therefore,	
we	can	never	actually	know	it.		Finally	the	main	point,	as	Locke	puts	it	is,	“	No	man’s	knowledge	here	can	
go	beyond	his	experience”	

This	image	shows	a	child	interacting	with	a	thing	that	eventually,	he	will	come	
to	recognize	as	a	dog.	He	will	recognize	other	things	with	the	same	attributes	
as	this	dog	as	a	dog	as	well.
	Painting	by:	Bartolome	Esteban	Murillo	(Magee,	1998)
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	 The	final	theory	of	John	Locke	had	a	great	influence	of	on	the	government	as	far	as	the	Liberals	go.	
Since	Locke	believed	that	we	gain	all	our	knowledge	through	our	senses	and	from	our	experiences,	he	also	
knows	that	all	knowledge	we	gain	is	through	induction.	As	with	any	induction	there	is	always	the	possibility	
of	error.	Even	knowledge	that	has	been	assembled	carefully	and	through	the	direct	experiences	and	observa-
tions	of	many	people	is	only	probable,	it	can	never	be	certain.	For	this	reason,	Locke	claims	that	we	must	be	
able	and	willing	to	change	the	beliefs	that	we	have	about	things	if	new	evidences	presents	itself.	This	theory	
connects	closely	to	Locke’s	theories	of	politics.	Locke	believes	that	the	lack	of	government	and	order	is	such	
a		negative	way	for	human	beings	to	live	that	they	came	together	willingly	to	form	societies.	Locke	believes	
that	even	those	being	governed	still	hold	their	own	individual	rights.	According	to	Locke	the	government	
has	only	one	real	purpose	and	that	is	to	protect	the	lives,	liberty	and	property	of	all	whom	they	govern.	The	
people	have	the	right	to	overthrow	and	replace	one	government	if	they	abuse	their	rights	or	do	not	defend	
the	people	properly.		Locke	also	claims	that	the	reason	we	have	the	right	to	the	property	that	we	possess	is	
because	of	the	labour	we	put	into	obtaining,	cultivating	or	creating	it.	This	means	that	if	someone	steals	from	
you.	they	are	not	only	taking	a	physical	thing	which	belongs	to	you	but	they	are	also	taking	the	labor	you	put	
into	that	thing.	Since	this	thing	belongs	to	you,	you	are	able	to	dispose	of	it	in	any	ways	you	want,	or	you	
can	give	it,	or	sell	it	to	someone	else	if	you	so	wish.	A	society	which	develops	following	these	rules	is	one	
based	on	voluntary	sales,	purchases	and	gifts,	which	are	done	without	the	involvement	of	the	government.	
This	is	where	the	foundations	of	liberal	capitalism	begun.		

	 The	theories	of	John	Locke	have	had	a	tremendous	impact	
on	the	Empiricist	veiw	of	philosophy	as	well	as	the	liberal	branch	of	
politics.		His	theories	were	used	as	the	basis	for	many	philosophers	
in	the	years	to	follow.	He	was	one	of	the	first	philosophers	to	sug-
gest	that	there	was	a	limit	to	how	much	human	beings	are	capable	
of	knowing	and	especially	to	suggest	that	once	we	have	reached	the	
limit	to	what	we	can	know,	nothing	more	can	get	through	to	us.	His	
theory	the	humans	are	born	with	not	innate	knowledge	contradicted	
the	theories	of	many	other	philosophers.	And	finally	he	suggested	
that	humans	live	in	a	society	with	a	government	only	because	this	is	
necessary,	but	that	everyone	has	control,	to	some	extent	over	the	gov-
ernment,	because	no	one	person	can	know	everything	or	be	expected	
to	do	everything	right.	All	of	Locke’s	theories	were	revolutionary	to	
the	world	of	philosophy	and	had	an	impact	on	the	philosophers	that	
preceeded	him.	Even	though	many	of	Locke’s	theories	were	contro-
versial	at	the	time,	it	cannot	be	argued	that	they	were	uninteresting	
nor	influential	in	many	different	ways.	
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        Socratic Dialogue
John Locke and Socrates
    What is knowledge?

Locke:	Tell	me	Socrates,	What	is	knowledge?

Socrates: I	believe	this	question	can	be	rephrased	as,	what	does	it	mean	to	know?	So	you	tell	
me	how	can	you	tell	when	you	know	something?

Locke:	To	answer	this	Socrates,	I	would	say	that	I	know	of	everything	which	I	have	experi-
enced	and	nothing	of	which	I	have	not.

Socrates:	So	in	your	words,	knowledge	is	experiences?

Locke:	Yes,	I	would	say	this	is	true	because	it	is	not	possible	to	know	something	that	we	
have	not	experienced.	

Socrates:	So	then	tell	me,	how	is	it	possible	that	we	can	know	of	events	that	have	happened	
in	the	past,	long	before	the	time	of	our	births?

Locke:	To	this	I	would	answer	that	we	actually	experience	these	events	by	being	told	of	them	
by	other	people.	When	they	tell	us	of	their	experiences	they	relive	them	for	us	therefore	al-
lowing	us	to	have	the	experience	as	well	and	therefore	we	have	the	knowledge.

Socrates: So	you	are	saying	that	all	teaching	is	simply	sharing	experiences	with	others,	
would	one	not	worry	then	that	along	the	way	the	actual	experience	would	be	altered	by	to	
many	re-tellings	and	therefore	the	knowledge	would	be	false.	So	would	this	false	knowledge	
still	in	fact	be	knowledge?	

Locke:	I	think	we	have	to	simply	believe	that	the	knowledge	we	are	gaining	is,	in	fact,	
true	because	we	would	have	no	way	of	knowing	if	it	was	false.	So	yes,	to	us	even	this	false	
knowledge	is	knowledge.

Socrates:	So	it	is	possible	that	that	none	of	the	knowledge	we	have	gained	from	others	is	in	
in	fact	true	and	therefore	in	the	end	we	have	no	real	knowledge	of	these	things,	places,	peo-
ple,	or	events.	Even	so	if	it	is	true	we	gain	knowledge	of	everything	we	experience	and	hear	
of,	then	it	must	be	true	that	knowledge	is	infinite	and	that	we	can	simply	continue	to	gain	
knowledge	throughout	our	lives.	
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Locke:	No,	this	is	not	true.	There	is	a	limit	to	what	each	person	is	capable	of	knowing.

Socrates:	Ok,	but	I	do	not	quite	understand	how	this	is	possible,	as	we	do	not	simply	stop	ex-
periencing	things	once	we	have	leant	all	we	can	supposedly	learn.	

Locke:	No,	but	once	we	have	reached	the	limits	of	our	understanding,	anything	we	experience	
will	have	no	way	of	getting	through	to	us	and	therefore	it	will	not	become	knowledge.

Socrates:	Ok	so	we	can	agree	that	knowledge	is	something	that	we	gain	through	experiences	
and	that	there	is	a	limit	to	how	much	knowledge	one	person	can	have.

Locke:	Yes,	I	would	have	to	say	this	is	true.

Socrates: So,	I	would	have	to	answer	you	that	knowledge	is	a	creation	of	the	brain.	When	we	
witness	things	our	brain	makes	a	sort	of	file	for	that	particular	thing	that	we	can	pull	out	and	
look	at	whenever	we	are	in	need	of	that	piece	of	knowledge.	The	reason	there	is	a	limit	to	how	
much	knowledge	we	can	have	is	because	just	like	a	real	filing	cabinet,	your	brain	can	run	out	
of	room.	Once	there	is	no	more	room	for	the	files,	the	brain	has	no	choice	but	to	stop	making	
files	for	everything	you	experience.	

Locke: So	your	answer,	Socrates,	is	that	knowledge	is	simply	a	creation	of	the	brain?

Socrates: Yes,	that	is	the	best	answer	I	can	give,	but	without	being	able	to	actually	examine	the	
contents	of	a	person’s	brain	it	would	be	impossible	to	say	for	sure	what	knowledge	is,	or	how	
exactly	it	exists	in	the	brain.

Locke:	I	understand,	Thank	you.
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The Philosophy of :
    A Bug’s Life

A Bugs Life is being featured this month, as it is a film that will appeal to youngsters and philosophy lovers alike due to the 
fact that it is a cartoon with some hidden philosophy! A few will be discussed in the review, watch the movie to see how 
much more philosophy you can find! Write us and let us know what you think!

The most evident is one 
that related directly to a 
theory of John Locke. The 
ants believe that the only 
possible way of life for 
them is to pick the food for 
the grasshoppers, before 
they pick food for them-
selves. The reason most 
of the ants believe that 
this is the only way of life 
is because it is the only 
life they have ever expe-
rienced. As John Locke 
says, one cannot know 
of something which they 
have not experienced, 
and this tells us why the 
ants cannot see another 
possible way of life.

Another philosophy in the 
movie, relates to Plato’s 
theory that we cannot trust 
the knowledge that we gain 
through our senses. Flick 
overhears the circus bugs 
talking and just judging 
by what he saw and what 
he heard he assumed 
that these bugs were just 
the warrior bugs he was 
looking for. As we learn 
later in the move he was 
badly mistaken, for they 
are actually circus bugs. 
This shows that we cannot 
trust our senses to provide 
use with true knowledge.

This movie also allows us 
to inquire into on of the 
questions of Socrates, 
What is Justice? The ants 
seek justice against the 
grasshopper by scaring 
them away with a bird, 
which they know is the lead 
grass hoppers worst fear. 
So the question you must 
ask yourself is, was that 
justice for all the years the 
ants worked tirelessly col-
lecting food for the grass-
hoppers? The answer to 
the all depends on your 
definition of justice.

The structure and the order of the 
ant colony can also demonstrate 
what Locke says about human’s 
need for society and structure. 
Everything in the ant hill runs 
smoothly under the control of the 
queen, if the queen was not there 
to control things then the structure 
of the ant hill would fall apart. 
This is much like human societ-
ies where we need structure and 
a government to keep countries 
running somewhat smoothly and 
to protect our freedom and our 
way of life. The role of the queen 
in A Bug’s Life represents to some 
degree the role of the government 
in human societies.

This movie takes place on Ant Island. The ants of ant island have a very clear role in life, that most of them have come to 
accept as the only way of life. The ants pick the food, the grasshoppers eat the food, then the ants collect as much food for 
themselves as they can in the time they have left. When Flick, the inventor ant, causes them to lose all the food they had 
collected for the grasshoppers, he must think of a way to scare the grasshoppers away or else his colony will not have time 
to collect enough food to keep themselves alive for the winter. Flick decides to go to the city to find warrior bugs to scare 
off the grasshoppers, but accidentally ends up bringing back a group of circus bugs. When the new bugs learn of the plan 
that Flick has for them, they lose confidence and do not believe that they are capable of doing it. In the end Flick convinces 
the colony and the circus bugs that together they can win against the grass hoppers. Together they create a giant bird that 
they use to scare the grasshoppers away. They all learn that there may be a different way of life then the one that they 
have so far accepted.

Entertainment Rating:

Philosophical Content Rating:
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                         The Impact of John Locke
    During and After his Life and the Influence of Others on Him

	 The 17th-century English philosopher, John Locke is known as the main founding father of Empiricism, 
and as the Supreme Liberal. The very fact that he was given these titles and is still identified by them four cen-
turies later, makes it quite obvious that John Locke had, and still has a great impact on philosophy, the world as 
a whole and the governments in many different countries. The impact that he had during his life, between 1632 
and 1704 was immense but mostly impacted the philosophical community. It was immediately following his 
death and now, over 300 years later that we are seeing his impact on the rest of the world. And as most other 
influential people, John Locke himself was greatly influenced by other philosophers before him. The impact that 
he had during his life may be the least evident to us at this time, however it was very important at the time.

 Locke, was the first philosopher to go into detail, and immerse himself in the 
study of the limits of understanding. He wrote An Essay Concerning Human 
Understanding, in which he declares that humans are born with no innate knowledge. 
This declaration supports the ideas of Berkeley and Hume but contradicts the theories 
of Descartes and Leibniz. This led to many different questions about what human beings are capable of learn-
ing. Locke, changed the theory that the limits of knowledge are controlled only by the limits of what there is to 
know. Locke, declared that people are only capable of learning up to a certain point, and that after this point 
people will learn nothing else no matter what exists around them. This changed the thinking that we could 
continue to learn more and more about reality for the duration of our life to the realization that humans have a 
limit to how much they can learn. He also took this theory one step further by saying that humans are capable 
of analyzing their own mental capacities in order to discover the limits of their knowledge. His thoughts, which 
he put into writing in his book An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, that humans must examine their 
abilities in order to discover what we are and are not capable of dealing with had an impact on philosophers 
for many centuries to follow. This can be seen as many great philosophers in the following centuries continued 
with this enquiry. Locke also had an impact on the philosophical ideas of how human beings learn. The main 
impact here was the fact that he ruled out the previously accepted theories of Plato and then of Descartes, 
which both involved innate knowledge. Locke dispelled the theories of both of these philosophers by claiming 
that all humans are born with absolutely no knowledge and that everything that we know comes from experi-
ences throughout our lives. When Locke came up with this theory it was a completely new idea and had a great 
impact on the social hierarchy of his time. His theory implied that because all people where born with empty 
minds then everyone is born as equals, therefore no one is superior to anyone else. It also started the idea that 
social segregation can be dismissed by equal education which would result in equal knowledge and therefore 
no one would be superior to anyone else.  This shows the 
immense influence that Locke had on the world ideas of 
education, as well as human knowledge, learning and 
understanding. Locke was also highly influential in politics and
 government, but these influences did not have a great effect until
 after his death.



	 The influence that John Locke had on the world of politics and the government become very evident in the years 
after his life. John Locke is often called the Supreme Liberal which shows the area of government that this philosopher had 
the greatest effect on. He had an influence on today’s political systems, the workings of societies and the function and role 
of the government. It was because of Locke’s theory that we learn everything through the senses and therefore we can 
never be certain of everything that contributed to the fact that in today’s societies no single person can make large deci-
sions because the is no absolute guarantee that they are correct in what they know on the subject. This can be seen in the 
fact that in court cases many different people make up the jury which decides on the verdict rather then just the judge. This 
fact that no one can ever know everything for sure has had an impact on the fact that today it is morally wrong to impose 
personal beliefs on others. This can be seen by the fact that religion is no longer permitted in schools. Locke also decided 
that people need to live in a society with some sort of structure because not doing so would have very detrimental results. 
This relates to the present in many ways as our societies are organized into many different. All democratic countries must 
give some credit to Locke for the way their country functions. Locke said that the purpose of the government is to maintain 
the rights of the people and he claimed that if the government oversteps their control or fails at their objectives, 
the people have the right to select a more appropriate government. 
This idea that the people should have some control over the government 
has had a large influence on the fact that we now have the right to vote 
and to call elections if the government is failing to uphold their promises. 
Locke also has a large influence on the men who wrote the Constitution 
of the United State of America. He provided the foundations for Liberal 
democracy and was influence on the American and French revolutions. Even though he had one of the greatest influences 
of any philosophers of his time, he was still greatly influenced by other philosophers who preceded him.  

 John Locke was preceded by many well known and highly influential philosophers. Aristotle was one the biggest 
influences on Locke and his theories about how we acquire knowledge. Aristotle said that we acquire knowledge through 
our senses but maintained the importance of reason. Locke did not see reason as a overly important human characteristic 
but he did agree with Aristotle when he theorized that all ideas come from sensory experiences. Aristotle also was the first 
philosopher to propose that people have no innate knowledge, he referred to the mind as a blank slate. Locke borrowed 
this idea when he said the a human’s mind is blank until a sensory experience puts something in it. Locke was influenced 
by Aristotle because he believed in and agreed with many of Aristotle’s ideas, however it is possible to be influenced 
by people whom you do not agree with, as Locke was influenced by Plato. Plato maintained that we can not trust any 
knowledge that we gain through our senses and only knowledge gained through reason with no sensory influence can be 
considered true knowledge. These claims led Locke to combat his theories and state that any knowledge we are capable 
of gaining must come through our senses and we can know nothing that we have no experienced. Plato also said that we 
are born with some innate knowledge, which led, of course, to Aristotle’s and then Locke’s theory that the mind is empty at 
birth. Throughout all of history philosophers have been influenced by other philosophers and John Locke was no excep-
tion, but unlike some other philosophers, the influence that he had, outweighed his influences.  

 The influence which a person has throughout their lives seem to end up being the very thing that they are 
remembered for. Locke had such an immense influence on the world during his time, as well as the world after his death 
and up until today that he will always be remembered. Locke was also influenced by some of the biggest and most 
well known philosophers of all time. Imagine knowing that more then three centuries after your death you would still be 
remembered and still be impacting the world and the people in it.
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If you could describe the perfect life in 
just three words, what would they be?
Do all questions have an answer?
Would you kill one person if it would save one 
thousand others?
Is a key still a key if there is nothing 
to unlock?
Is it more important to be liked or 
understood?
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  Optical Illusions
Don’t believe the knowledge gained from what you see, your eyes 
cannot be trusted. -Plato

Upside	down	trees?	
Look	again,	simply	reflections	on	the	water.

Face	or	Flowers?

The	devil?
Or	women	looking	in	a	mirror?

Looks	like	two	elderly	people.
Look	again,	see	the	two	younger	people	and	the	vase?
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Just For Fun! 
How many pictures of John Locke can you find throughout this 
magazine?
Answer:	6
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